Directions to Fantoft Student Hostel

Fantoft student hostel, the largest student hostel in Bergen, is approximately 5 km south of the city centre. It is easily accessible via the Bergen light rail (‘Bybanen’).

How to get to Fantoft from the city centre

Bybanen from the Bus station terminal or Nonneseter terminal

After you have picked up your room key at the SiB Housing Reception, you can make your way to Fantoft.

Make sure to pick up your luggage if necessary. Then catch Bybanen from the Bus station terminal or Nonneseter terminal (in Kaigaten by the train station).

Bybanen normally runs every 5-10 minutes. Be prepared to purchase your ticket à NOK 37 at one of the ticket machines (only coins or credit card accepted) before boarding.

Bybanen takes approximately 20 minutes from the city centre to Fantoft student hostel.

Bybanen stops at the Fantoft terminal (right outside the hostel).